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Abstract. Usually, MAS design and implementation involves a coor-
dination model that structures agent interactions and an infrastructure
in charge of enacting it. We propose the term Coordination Support to
denote the services o�ered by this infrastructure. Such services can be
grouped in di�erent layers. We propose an additional Assistance layer
devoted to assist coordination rather than just to enable it. This layer is
illustrated by means of a Peer-to-Peer sharing network (P2P) scenario,
so that the bene�ts of our proposal can be empirically evaluated.

1 Introduction

As a general illustration of the proposed Coordination Support concept[1], with
an accent on the Assistance Layer, we present a P2P sharing network scenario.
In this scenario, a set of computers connected to the Internet (peers) share some
data. The performance is evaluated in terms of time and network consumptions
during the sharing process. We model this scenario as a MAS where peers are
agents with a certain organisation. Its role capabilities and their net of rela-
tionships constitute its social structure. Also, we assume they are organised to
pursue the following goal: all peers get the data by consuming minimum time
and network. Moreover, they follow some social conventions. Speci�cally, peers
use a simpli�ed version of the BitTorrent protocol[2] to interact and a norm to
limit their network usage. This norm can be expressed as: norBWDL =�a peer
cannot use more than maxBW bandwidth to share data�.

2 Assistance Layer

To provide assistance functionalities, we have implemented our proposed 2-Lama
architecture [3], which places a meta-level (ML) on top of a previously exist-
ing domain-level (DL). Accordingly, the P2P MAS constitutes the domain-level

whilst the meta-level consists of a set of agents we call assistants organised to
aid peers. Each assistant provides a subset of peers (cluster) with the following
functionalities:

Information. It consists on providing agents with necessary and useful infor-
mation to participate: the description of current norms and the identi�ers of
those other peers interested in the same data. An assistant supplies this infor-
mation to new peers joining its cluster and to all peers in its cluster whenever



this information is updated. Norm descriptions are sent by means of �norm
<norm_id> <definition>� messages, whereas information about peers are sent
with �interested <peer> [,<peer>]*� messages.

Justi�cation. It justi�es the e�ects of agent actions due to social conventions:
involves providing explanations about why some messages have been �ltered
out due to the application of a norm. We assume Internet Service Providers
(ISP) are equipped with an infrastructure mechanism that �lters out mes-
sages that violate norms. This approach is not unrealistic since, nowadays,
there exist ISP initiatives to improve P2P distribution systems. Speci�cally,
assistants supply justi�cations to their peers by sending a �justification
'<orig_message>' action 'filtered out' reason 'norm <norm_id>'� message.

Advices. It consists in suggesting plans to contact other peers. Based on net-
work communication times, assistants recommend the subset of agents to be
contacted by a newcomer peer. Each assistant generates these plans based on
partial information it receives from its clusters. This information consists of
communication times and data possession. At meta-level, assistants commu-
nicate among them to share a summary of this information. Consequently,
each assistant has detailed information about its cluster and an overview
about the rest of the domain-level. Assistants use this information to es-
timate which are the shortest paths among data sources and destinations.
Accordingly, they recommend peers to contact those other peers that are in
these shortest paths [3]. by sending �contact <peer> [,<peer>]*� messages.

Adaptation. In updates system's organisation to improve its design purpose
achievement. Our meta-level adapts the domain-level organisation by chang-
ing its bandwidth norm (norBWDL). It changes the bandwidth limit (maxBW)
at certain time intervals. As this limit increases, the time to share data de-
creases since more network is used to transmit it. However, a large increase
of network usage can saturate it and, as a result, increase time instead of
reducing it. Assistant agents observe its cluster network usage and suggest
to vary this limit in order to increase the usage without achieving network
saturation (see [3] for further details). Then, assistants need to agree on the
next value of maxBW. In current implementation, each assistant computes the
average of all suggested maxBW and communicates it to its peers.

3 Implementation and Results

We have implemented a prototype [3] of our P2P proposal in Repast Symphony
[4]. Our actual P2P scenario is composed of 12 peers grouped in 3 di�erent clus-
ters, each one having its own assistant. Figure 1 depicts the underlying network
topology composed by peers (p), assistants (a), routers (r) and links among
elements (lines with an associated bandwidth).

We tested three MAS approaches: Brute-force-no-ML, a MAS without ML
in which all peers contact all the others to request the datum; 2-LAMA-AgAss, our
proposed architecture providing agent assistance through information, justi�ca-
tion, and advice services but without norms; and 2-LAMA-AgAss-OrgAss, previous
approach plus an organisational assistance to adapt the norBWDL norm. We
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Fig. 1. P2P network topology.

Table 1. Results using di�erent approaches.

MAS approaches ct cn

Brute-force-no-ML 1325.97 69884.3
2-LAMA-AgAss 1146.38 25089.2
2-LAMA-AgAss-OrgAss 876.43 18854.5

use a simpli�ed version of BitTorrent protocol in each one of them. Table 1 shows
the time (ct) and network (cn) consumed by these approaches. ct is the number
of time units required to distribute the datum among all peers, whereas cn is the
number of network units consumed during this same period (the network units
consumed by a single message depends on its length and its transportation la-
tency). Obtained results show that adding a meta-level (2-LAMA-AgAss) saves net-
work consumption, since it advises peers to contact only a subset of them. This
reduction also means there is less network saturation, so messages travel faster
and ct is slightly decreased. Moreover, if we add the bandwidth limit norm and
let the ML adapt it depending on network status (2-LAMA-AgAss-OrgAss) then,
the savings become signi�cantly greater for both measures. Over all, simulations
show positive results of social structure advices and norm adaptation.

4 Conclusions

This paper suggests to include an additional Assistance layer when develop-
ing MAS. We illustrate this new layer in a P2P sharing network scenario. The
results show the Assistance Layer improves system's performance, especially
when adapting MAS' organisation. In fact, we regard run-time assistance as a
new research line in MAS. Assisting agents about current coordination model
can simplify its development and let them be more e�ective and e�cient. On the
other hand, adapting a MAS organisation to varying circumstances can help to
keep its original purpose.
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